
B i o g r a p h y
s h o r t
V E R S I O N

Quebec's singer-songwriter IZABELLE, thrills with her

magnetic energy, her refreshing authenticity and the depth

of her empowered POP with electro funk accents. 

A powerful mixture where catchy melodies, dynamic vocals and

empowering lyrics meet; directly addressing social issues such as

mental health, domestic violence, social pressure, feminism, society's

standards, etc. 

After performing all over the world for over 15 years, IZABELLE

launches in 2020 her first bilingual album ''Version 2.0 Deluxe''

produced by Alexandre Lapointe (The Brooks). Its 2 radio singles

''Amour Bipolaire'' and ''Self-Talk session v.f.'' are playing in nearly 50

stations across the country (such as the Rouge fm network), hitting

the charts several weeks in a row. 

More confident than ever, the independent artist is releasing her

new single ''Vulnerable'' in Spring 2022, The first song of her

upcoming 2nd album expected for the end of the year. The songs of

the second album are premiered as part of the ''VERSION 2.0'' show,

currently on tour across Quebec.
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B i o g r a p h y
L O N G  
V E R S I O N

Quebec's singer-songwriter IZABELLE, strikes with her magnetic

energy, her vibrant authenticity and the depth of her uninhibited

POP with an electro-funk twist. 

 

A powerful mixture where catchy melodies, dynamic vocals and

empowering lyrics meet; directly addressing social issues such as

mental health, domestic violence, social pressure, feminism, society's

standards, etc. Celebrating vulnerability, self-love and growth. 

After performing all over the world for over 15 years, IZABELLE

launches in 2020 her first album ''Version 2.0 Deluxe'', a combination

of French and in English original songs. Satisfying her long-repressed

visceral need to create her own music as well as to write, sing and

embody her own stories. 

 

A solid indie production bringing together a team of Quebec's most

prolific musicians, including producer and bass player Alexandre

Lapointe (The Brooks) and Gautier Marinof (Marc Dupré, Céline Dion,

Simple Plan) on recording and mixing.

 

A strong start for the opus with its 2 radio singles ''Amour Bipolaire''

and ''Self-Talk session v.f.'', playing in nearly fifty radio stations across

Canada, including the Rouge fm network, charting the top 100 BDS,

correspondent and ACANB, in addition to being a CBC Music

Searchling and Canadian beats weekly beatdown finalist. 

 

IZABELLE releases ''Vulnerable'' in the spring of 2022, the first single

of her upcoming album expected for the end of 2022. In the

meantime the new songs are part of the ''VERSION 2.0'' show

currently touring across Quebec.
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